
Sewing with Knits



Selecting Your 
Pattern

+ Look for patterns designed for 

knits

+ Some patterns have a gauge 

showing the amount of stretch 

needed





Gauge on back of pattern



Fabric Selection

+ Look at ‘Suggested Fabrics’ on pattern envelope

+ Direction of the stretch

selvage to selvage

lengthwise

both - two way stretch

+ Test on pattern envelope

+ Recovery test



Pretreating Fabric

+ Treat the fabric the same way you will after the garment is 

completed

+ Use color catcher

+ Cotton knits will shrink



How to tell the right side of the fabric

+ Cut edge folds to right side when stretched

+ Selvage edge folds to wrong side



Layout of Pattern and Cutting

+ Stretch should go around the body

+ Cut pattern pieces in the same direction (with nap)

+ Fabric should lay flat on the cutting table, should not be 

pulled from hanging over the edge of the table

+ Scissors and pins can distort the fabric

+ Weights and a rotary cutter



Layout and Cutting [continued]

+ Make clips into the fabric for notches, center front or any other 

markings that come to the end of the fabric

+ Other markings, such as darts, can be done with chalk or fabric 

marking pen or pencil

+ Verify seam allowance



What to Stabilize

+ Shoulders

+ Neckline

+ Armholes

Very stretchy fabric

+ Side seam

Very stretchy fabric



+ Different brands and types of 

Stay Tapes







Needle and Thread

+ Universal needle

+ Ballpoint (also called Jersey)

Cotton knits, fleece, rib knits, double knits and most other knit fabrics

+ Stretch

Ideal for knits with 2 way stretch

Specially designed with scarf and eye to prevent skipped stitches 

+ Polyester thread

+ Polyester core with cotton wrapping thread





Sewing Machine

+ Presser foot pressure

Reduce the pressure 

+ Walking Foot or even feed 

+ Stitch type or length

Stretch stitch

Straight Stitch with length of 3.5

Zigzag stitch, set width at 1mm and length at 2.5

Multiple zigzag stitch

+ Stretch as you sew



Stitches on 
Sewing Machine



Serger
+ Seam has give (stretch)

+ Differential feed

+ Presser foot pressure

+ 3 thread

Strong seam for denser fabrics

Left needle for wider seam

Right needle for a narrower seam

+ 4 thread
Adds an extra row of stitching, making it stronger

Excellent for a seam that will stretch during wear

Ideal for sweater knits



Sleeve

+ Flat Method

Attach front and back at shoulder seams

Do not stitch the side seam or sleeve seam

Pin at shoulder seam and notches

Slightly stretch to fit the sleeve in



Flat Method to 
Insert Sleeve 



Sew Side seam after inserting 

sleeve



Hemming

+ Depends on fabric and design

+ Very stretchy fabric let hang overnight before hemming

+ Knits don’t ravel, edge can be left unfinished

+ Rolled hem

+ Cover stitch

+ Blind hem on sewing machine

+ Sewing Machine

Double needle





Hot Ruler

Measure, mark, fold, press

Heat Resistant, press directly on 

ruler

Thin and Accurate

Dry or steam irons

Non-slip surface holds fabric in 

place of precise results





Stay tape for straight hemlines



+ Stay Tape on Curved Hemline

Make clips in stay tape to allow it to 

curve along with the hemline



To Reduce Bulk at Hem

At hem line make a small clip 

almost to the seam.  Fold the 

seam below the hemline to the 

opposite direction and press.





+ Use the selvage as 

your hem






